
Polarized water discussion and how Portage County fits in 
By JUSTIN ISHERWOOD Drainage District, whose policies and prac-

Special to The Gazette tices have been broadly and professionally 
The standards the Environmental Protection criticized as outdated. 

Agency ·(EPA) and the Army Corps of Engi- Practices as may have been respectable at 
neers are bringing to agricultural streams the tum of the 20th Century, but when jux
and "nexus" waters has attracted attention taposed with the 2,500 high caps now part of 
including the American Farm Bureau's open this county's agriculture, this same earnest 
challenge to such regulation. Congress cur- obligation to dredge and drain are no longer 
rently appears in opposition, including farm credible. , 
and business organizations who believe they And to wonder out-loud what the term 
are serenely disconnected from the nation's field ~'drainage" means in the modem cir
waters. cumstance when water recharge is critical to 

So it is fated we will now endure a pro- balancing field irrigation with the other water 
tracted, contentious and politicized discus- - needs of the county. 
sion on the issue, the core of the argument in History and soil profile demonstrate that 
the legal realm of"nexus," whether farms are much of what is now productive farmland 
indeed upstream of the nation, the public, the started out as wetland and marsh, includ
environment's interest. ing those ephemeral streams whose ghostly 

In central Wisconsin we already know presence still meanders beneath the secret 
the answer, nitrates, atrazine, phosphorus, confines of Stevens Point. 
aldicarb are upstream, in effect nexus is It is a long practice of agriculture to dewa
everywhere and well established in law. So ter the landscape for purpose of cultiva
we might wish to avoid this churilous debate tion and early planting, to the benefit of 
on the ethics of water, when accepted law is seed-bed health, a pattern that in the age of 
a fact of nature. the center pivot merits reconsideration. That 

Where this strikes home in Portage County the Drainage Commission dewaters the self
are aJJ. those lakes, ponds, streams and rivers same region where 2,500 high cap wells are 
as adjoin farm lands, to include our modern employed confounds the sustainability of the 
production tools of herbicide, insecticide and broader farm community as well as our col
fertilizer, also to include dairy and market lective environment. 
animal sites with their known "fertility." The EPA and ACE decision to bring navi-

Nowhere in this county will this regulation gable and public water standards to "agri
have more impact than the domain loosely cultural streams," a logical extension of the 
described as the Buena Vista Marsh, one of standards and existipg water law is overdue. 
the unappreciated natural features of this Despite what will be cries of abuse by my 
county to include its production lands. ag-community, the need to bring ag-waters to 

This landscape and its waters have long the same responsibility for downstream water 
been left to the county's official agency for quality as other waters is of justice delayed 
that marsh's welfare: the Portage County but not curtailed. 

Isherwood 
of Farm Bureau, my organization is on the 
wrong side on this issue on multiple levels 
including the ethics . . 

What is most disconcerting is we have 
missed a sincere feature of the American 
farmer's character by our disavowal. A crea
ture who to his ·very soul knows his role as 
earth-keeper, who has the honor of a landed 
heritage, to include how to fix things on the 
fly a lot faster than the average citizen. 

Portage County in the Buena Vista Moor 
has an extraordinary resource, one that at this 
juncture should be a lot farther down the road 
in terms of stream design and water manage
ment than it is. Lack of funding might be 
blamed, there is also DATCP's lack of atten
tion to bring stream management to modern 
standards; in turn allowing Drainage BoarQ.s 
downstream consequences indefensible in the 
modem era. 

We are at a point of agr~cultural develop
ment where local and regional water ratio
nales are required to insure and facilitate the 
public right, downstream quality and what is 
most vital of all, a water practice that is sus
tainable to this self-same agriculture and its 
ability to generate those billions. 

The Portage County Drainage District is a 
domain of some 54,000 acres: soy, corn, pota
toes, carrots, peppers, beef, cabbage dairy 
cr~l;>errie_s, there ar~ even elk out there. It~ 
soil is umque, and m these moors abides a 
cold water resource that is an uncut gem of 
this state. My hope is that someday the Buena 
Vista Marsh will be a domain label as evoca
tive as the NAPA Valley or the Chanipagne 

District. 
A place where agriculture coexists with the 

largest wild grassland east ofthe Mississippi,F 
including a cold water resource as dense per 
mile as anywhete on the continent. EPA/ 
ACE's new presence oyer the waters of the 
heartland is welcomed as it is overdue. That in 
the end we maintain our land's productivity as 
well as its preciousness. 

Where for the price of modest techni- fields and marginal lands: woodl~ts, marsh 
cal adjustments and land improvements, we pastures, wooded hedges, miscellaneous wet
shall improve the quality, appreciation and lands, all of which the big farm and the center 
downstream consequence of these waters. pivot reconfigured to field use. 
In the light of jurisprudence, of the national I To the end the big field and its mental
economy, of the needs of the American diet, ity have intrinsically altered the farm sector 
a Gulf fishery worth billions annually should function, as well as its philosophy and out
have the same right to exist and thrive as a look including our sense of fairness about 
Corn Belt worth similar billions. water rights in terms of downstream conse-

As a just society we had no qualms exact- quences. · 
ing an $18 billion cleanup cost the result of The concept of public waters as ordained 
a single oil well failure, only to estimate the by the Northwest Ordinance of 1784 that may 
damage done by haphazard field practices well have been the first environmental state
that pits a multi-billion dollar fishery against ment of these United States, where the waters 
multi-billion dollar field practice. of the nation were described as arf inherent 

The EPA has decided it's time to fill that public resource. 
void despite farm state protestations of unfair- The keystone of riparian water law, where 
ness and private property. Water has since the downstream rights matter as much as 
founding of this nation been recognized as. upstream; where all users, all citizens have 
a public asset, poets ever remind us that all water rights. The EPA/ACE regulation of 
streams flov.; to the sea, if they neglect tO add, "farm waters" is not an extension of law, nor 
so do field nutrients. is it administrative invention, the obligation 

The issue of downstream responsibility has to downstream has always been there. 
long been evident in the Midwest and our To this juncture agriculture has simply been 
enviable Corn Belt, much of which is or was off the hook, out of the loop of the Clean 
wetland, prairie and marsh with some drain- Water Act ... now it's our turn, because that 
age issue. downstream matters. The changes in modern 

The historic solution has been to drain agriculture include elements we all know: 
these regions; Wisconsin alone has 176 drain- the arrival of the pivot, the hi-cap well, the 
age districts in 72 counties although only 30 CAFO, ever higher production methods as 
remain active, all of whom will fall under well as market demand, ever-larger farms 
EPA/ACE manqate. include the consequences of disconnected 

There is no way to test what I am to say .. . ownership, these and other factors make it 
but when agriculture evolved from its family necessary to engage the farm sector to the 
farm identity to be~ome its field cousin, Big downstream consequence of that agriculture. 
Ag, a transition that in central Wisconsin was Bringing such regulation to Portage County 
tied to the center pivot, a basic field logistic will affect the Buena Vista Marsh, a change 
was altered. that to my witness is overdue. As a member 

The family farm was an inherent mix of (See Isherwood, page 8) 


